INNOVATION & DIVERSITY EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Video Transcript

When inclusion and Innovation go hand in hand, it opens our eyes to gender bias.

Image: “Experiencing bias firsthand, through the Gender Swap Virtual Reality training, is the best way to achieve gender equality.” – Celine Laurenceau

It showcases the strengths of disability.

Image: “Our network encourages talking openly about disabilities-visible and invisible.” -Kevin Smith

“And, empowering each person to showcase their amazing strengths.” - Sarah Cline

It turns moments into movements.

Image: “We made #InclusionStartsWithI personal. Through individual commitments, we help people feel a sense of connection and belonging, in our Resource business.” -Aura Wynne

It inspires individual voices to change the world.

Image: “Building Bridges gives us the courage not only to speak our minds, but to understand the person who holds different beliefs.” -Rah Thomas

Image: “We started the Accelerate program to develop black talent in the UK because I was fed up with a belief that there weren’t role models for them here.” -Andrew Pearce

Image: “To make diversity our reality, all people must translate their voices to change the world.” -Maria Jose Sanz Jimenez

Image: “I thought leading I&D in greater China was about giving back. In the end, I was the biggest beneficiary, because the people here inspire me every day.” -Andy See

Celebrating Innovation that helps our people feel they belong.

Image: “Not having a pipeline of qualified women in technology is a myth. We’ve busted that myth by hiring 45,000 women in the last year.” –Bhaskar Ghosh